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Where Do Things Stand?



It’s the Best of Times

● Rapid shift to cloud-based software-as-a-service offerings
○ More easily maintained
○ Data can be kept more securely in a data center

● The rise of GPS, phone and tablet-based apps, and the 
internet of things means getting real-time vehicle 
information is easier than ever before

● The number of vendors has increased, resulting in a more 
effective marketplace

● More and better algorithms for optimizing scheduling and 
dispatch



It’s the Worst of Times

● Some legacy vendors rapidly declining, forcing agencies 
to scramble for new systems

● New expectations are growing for smaller transportation 
providers to deploy technology

● The non-vendor resources to assess needs and then 
select, implement, and maintain a system are scarce, 
especially for smaller organizations

● The result: higher risk



No Silver Bullets (Sorry!)

● There is no method eliminating risk for selecting a 
software system (short of not getting any at all)

● The goal of this presentation is to lay out a series of 
strategies that identify and reduce risks



Framework for Making Technology 
Decisions

Define Problem Develop Solution Procure Implement Celebrate!



Thank you.
Questions?

Just kidding!
There are risks associated to using this model.



Key Barriers to Applying Technology in 
Transit

● Misidentifying the Problem
● Underestimating Costs, Overestimating Benefits
● Lack of Systems Thinking & Risk Management Tools
● Abundance of Complexity
● Consumer-Centered Thinking
● Absence of Standards



What We Wish For What We Have



Why Can’t It Be Like a Light Bulb?

● You’re not just buying software
● You’re buying an engineered organizational process

○ For your schedulers
○ For your dispatchers
○ For your drivers
○ For your riders
○ For your admin staff for reporting, billing, etc.

● Quality of software and quality of process are not tightly 
linked

● Do not assume that a process is right for your organization 
because it has been enshrined in software



Know Thyself

● What are your processes as an organization?
● Are they documented?
● What is painful, awful, and dearly in need of replacement?
● But also, what works?
● What do you want to keep?
● What must you keep?

Determining this is most effective when it’s a shared process 
with stakeholders across the organization.
It may be useful to think of this as an organizational 
development project as much as a technology project



Tech as Capacity Building Exercise 

● Leadership development through assigning clear roles 
and responsibilities

● Better internal communication through stakeholder 
outreach

● Expanding expertise of staff through engagement with 
subject matter experts



Make the Problems Explicit

● Take the time to carefully craft problems statements
● “Not having technology” is not a problem.
● Ruthlessly rank your problem statements



Creating a Problem Statement

● Start with a raw pain point
● Restate it so that it is connected with your agency’s mission and does 

not name a solution
● Because of this problem, are you:

○ Falling short on any of the core expectations that make transit useful?
○ Getting out of alignment with the agency’s approach to the ridership-coverage 

tradeoff?
○ Feeling the effects of inefficiency?
○ Suffering from growing pains?
○ Stuck with aging tools that no longer work?
○ Putting the safety of our staff and/or riders at risk?
○ Hurting the morale of our staff?
○ Facing an existential threat (“If we don’t do this, we lose relevance.”)?



Problem Statement Example



Ranking Problems by Risk

When it comes to managing risk, it’s helpful to look at two dimensions:
● What’s the level of impact of this problem/situation, especially on 

service reliability?
● How likely is it to occur?

A risk management matrix provides one way to organize a set of 
potential risks along these two dimensions.
When ranking your problem statements, it’s helpful to be as specific 
and as quantitative as possible when describing the costs associated 
with each problem. 
Estimates are fine, and in many cases, they’re unavoidable.





Be Ready to Make Effective Trade-Offs

● The value of explicitly ranking problem statements is that 
when faced with constraints, you have a transparent 
process for selecting which problems you’re going to 
tackle.

● Reducing scope is one of the most effective ways to 
reduce risk

● Project phasing as a way to carry out organizational 
learning and culture change



Make the Solutions Measurable

● Anecdotally, strikingly few technology projects involve 
quantitative evaluation of how close they get to achieving 
the desired outcome

● The brass ring: upon determining your goals, explore 
ways to link those desired measurable outcomes to 
vendor compensation



Vendors: Cast the Net Wide

● Talk to as many vendors as you can before you issue an 
RFP.

● Consider writing an RFI to gather information more 
informally



RFP: Use What You’ve Learned

● The results of your learnings can go right into your RFP
○ Problem statements
○ Rankings
○ Measurable outcomes





Other Long-Term Strategies

● Advocate for more technical assistance resources with 
your state DOT or regional government.

● Consider pooling resources with peer agencies at a 
regional or birds-of-a-feather level



Suggested Reading
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